 
 
 
 







Zero-knowledge with uncompromising speed and privacy
Build full-stack, private applications with the power of ZK on layer 1
Start Building




This is zero-knowledge by design.



Decentralization, scalability, and privacy aren’t mutually exclusive anymore.
True ZK should provide all three. Aleo is the first place that brings all the power of ZK under one roof.





We’re different and  we know it. 
	Low complexity  

	Built-in privacy  

	High scalability  

	Unlimited runtime  

	Absolute decentralization  

	Increased data security  


See what's possible with Aleo
Start building production-ready ZK apps on Aleo with our programming language, Leo.
Leo Playground 




Our Solutions
An all-in-one ZK platform
	Leo
Rust-based DSL with syntax that abstracts low-level cryptography, making it easy to express logic in zero-knowledge.

 

	snarkOS
Permissionless and scalable network for ZK-powered smart contracts fueled by our novel consensus protocol, AleoBFT.

 

	snarkVM
A powerful virtual machine for zero-knowledge execution featuring a custom immediate representation (IR), unlimited runtime, and efficient proof generation.

 

	See All Solutions 


Join the community.
	Find us on the feed
X.com 


	Join our community
Discord 


	Hang with us at conferences, meetups & hackathons
Meet us IRL 


	


Latest From Aleo
See All 
	Reclaiming Privacy: Aleo’s Mission to Empower Users








	The Road to Aleo Mainnet








	Electric Capital: Aleo is one of the top 5 fastest-growing ecosystems for overall developers








	Aleo completes security audits of snarkOS & snarkVM








	Don’t risk identity fraud just to play that video game — do this instead











Join our team
Open roles
We're on a quest to build a better internet and have fun doing it.
See open positions 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Join our movement to build an actually secure internet.
Discover how to build better experiences without compromising on privacy.
Submit
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